BINANCE SMART CHAIN TOKEN WHITE PAPER 2021
WHAT IS NUTS GAMING?

- **NUTS GAMING** is a token developed through the BSC, it aims to apply crypto technology to optimize the economy of the GAMING INDUSTRY.

- **NUTS GAMING** will revolutionize the poker and eSports industry by taking it to its full potential through the integration of cryptocurrency.

- Here at **NUTS GAMING** we open up a world of possibilities for investors and gamers around the world. The vision being that everyone joins forces towards a common goal, to create a self-sustaining community that takes poker and eSports to the next level!
We are a group of experienced poker players, crypto enthusiasts, businessmen and entrepreneurs who have come together with an idea.

“To use crypto technology to improve the economy of the gaming industry and thus creating a total paradigm shift.”
To merge eSports and Cryptocurrencies to revolutionize the Gaming world.

It can be said that GAMING and eSports have grown exponentially in recent years, with an ever growing fan base day by day. However, it needs an update to its economic characteristics, mainly for its professional players, who do not earn accordingly with their value. By this, we mean that professional players do not receive a fair level of pay, in relation to the value that they generate in terms of audience. This leads professional players being forced to monetize themselves on other platforms to sustain themselves.

NUTS GAMING has come to change the rules of the game by introducing cryptocurrencies to eSports, optimizing the monetization of gaming for all members of its community. We believe highly in aiding the community to receive the value they deserve, in correlation with what they generate.

Investors, amateurs and professionals can converge in the Nuts Gaming community to take full advantage of the potential of eSports.
To become a world leader and a household name in the promotion and professionalization of eSports, by means of maximizing profits for the entire gamer community through the integration of cryptocurrency.

NUTS GAMING is here to change the gaming industry, providing it a new economic comprehensive base, generating a significant change in the market that will propel the industry to new levels. This means betting on the future. A future where eSports will take over the main role, currently being held by traditional sports.

The project covers the entire spectrum of the gaming industry, from the development of NFTs to the organization of tournaments and the reconfiguration of the eSports economy. The intention behind NUTS Gaming is generating a positive impact on each game.
HOW ARE WE GOING TO DO IT?

- With the Backing of professional Poker players in tournaments
- With the Backing of professional and semi-professional eSports players in tournaments
- By Sponsoring professional eSports teams
- Creating the NUTS Hub
NUTS Hub is a gaming tournament platform utilizing the benefits of cryptocurrency. To enter a tournament, all you have to do is hold $NUTSG, and by holding you get rewarded in the process. No need for an entry fee each time you join a tournament.

Through the NUTS Hub, players will be able to connect and play with or against their favorite streamers, pro players, or content creators by hosting private tournaments. NUTS Hub will host its tournaments based on the player’s rating giving everyone a fair chance to win.

Players from all over the world can enter and play. Simply connect your wallet to the NUTS Hub, enter the tournament and receive instant rewards from completing quests or winning the tournament!

NUTS Gaming will also scout for new talent in our tournaments, offer players to get sponsored and help them push their gaming careers to the next level.
You can play tournaments with Amazing prizes - for free as long as you are a NUTS holder.

Share a poker table or play your favorite eSport with your professional idols.

Learn from professional players themselves.

Share the excitement and earnings of the best poker tournaments played by professionals.

The use of cryptocurrencies allows participants to play internationally without security or exchange rate problems.

Players can deposit and withdraw funds faster from anywhere in the world without restrictions.
The entire NUTS team is public and the contract has had an external audit to bring the greatest security to our investors.

All of the initial wallets that support the project will be locked through a vesting process, which will be partially unlocked over time.
**TOKENOMICS**

[ Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 ]

**SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION**

- Devs / Team (5%) Locked
- Presale round 1 (10%)
- Presale round 2 (10%)
- Sale (10%)
- Staking / Burns (25%) Locked
- NUTS Hub (25%) Locked
- Partnerships / Marketing (10%) Locked
- Exchange (5%) Locked

**TAXES**

**BUY TAXES**
- Redistribution: 3%
- Liquidity: 1%
- Expansion: 3%
- Team: 1%
- Marketing: 2%
- Buy back wallet: 2%

**SELL TAXES**
- Redistribution: 7%
- Liquidity: 1%
- Expansion: 3%
- Team: 1%
- Marketing: 2%
- Buy back wallet: 4%
Q1
- Launch our website
- Pre-sale round 1
- Launch NUTS Hub
- Launch a marketing campaign to create awareness of our project and its mission
- Partner with content creators (Poker and Gaming industry)
- Pre-sale round 2
- First audit of our smart contracts with SolidityFinance
- PancakeSwap Launch
- Logo updated on TrustWallet
- Links and logo updated on BSCScan
- Listed on CMC and CG
- Back different Poker Players in online tournaments
- Host free tournaments with big prizes for $NUTSG holders

Q2
- Launch our own NFT marketplace
- Host paid tournaments for our holders. You pay your entry with $NUTSG & you win your prizes in $NUTSG
- Host charity tournaments where 100% of the proceeds will be donated to different charity organizations
- Audit completed by Certik
- Apply for tier 1 centralized exchanges
- Keep partnering with content creators and professional poker and eSports players
- Take our professional poker players to the World Series of Poker in Las Vegas
Q3

- Develop NUTS App - where you will be able to access NUTS Hub from your phone
- Listed on tier 1 centralized exchanges
- Launch our worldwide merchandising store
- Partner with eSports teams

Q4

- Sponsor gaming world cups
- Sponsor world poker tournaments
- Host face-to-face NUTS tournaments for professional players from different eSports games
- Host face-to-face NUTS Poker tournaments in different casinos around the world
- NUTS Gaming eSport team
Please read the entirety of this “disclaimer” section carefully. Nothing here constitutes legal, financial, business or tax advice and you should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s) before engaging in any activity in connection herewith. Neither Nuts Gaming, any of the project team members, nor any service provider shall be liable for any kind of direct or indirect damage or loss whatsoever which you may suffer in connection with accessing this White paper, the website at https://NutsGaming.net/ or any other websites or materials published by the company.

Nature of the White paper: This document is issued by Nuts Gaming. It is a conceptual paper that is envisaged to form the basis for the establishment and creation of a crypto economic token to be known as Nuts Gaming ($NUTSG). The White paper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the White paper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the team have not independently verified the accuracy or completion of such information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the White paper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and Nuts Gaming is under no obligation to update or correct this document in connection therewith.

Nuts Gaming is not acting in the capacity as a financial advisor or fiduciary of any person.